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MENT ALISTIC THEORY AND LANGUAGE LEARNING
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Introduction: The mentalistic language acquisiLion theory, advanced by Noam
Chomsky in 1960s, supported through such concepts like Nativist Position
(Nativism), Innateness Position, am! Rationalist Position, claims that for the basic
structureof language andhow it is mastered and how human language develops, it is
not the environment butlanguage structures,processes, and ideas that dwell in mind
at birth serve for the acquisition of languages. According to this theory" then, the
speaker's inbom knowlOOge(InnatenessPosition) of language, not the consequences
of behavior, can be held responsible for the acquisition of language. In this study,
the attributes of the mentalist language acquisition theory will be explored and the
truthfulnessof this type i?f lcaq-ıingwilI be quesLioned.

THE BACKGROUND OF MENTALIST THEORY

"The mentalistic theory of language leaming, deveIoped in America by Noam
Chomsky,fırst and later by Eric H. Lenneberd (a neuropsychologist), caine up as a
reaction against the Behavioristic language learning theory, and contradicted its
precedent at almost every point of basic structure.The major principle of Mentalistic
language acquisition theory is that "everbody leams a langJlage, not because theyare

. subjectedto asimilar conditioningprocess, bu.tbecause ihey possess an inbom
capacity which permits them to acquire a language as anormal Maturational
Process" (D.A. Wilkins, 1972: 168). In 1965. in a booktitled Aspects of the
Theory of Syntax, Chomsky claimed that there are innate properties of language
because a child masters his native language in a very short time in spite of the
highly abstractnature of rules. Af ter this, in an article entitled "Linguistic
Theory" Chomsky called this innate knowledge as Language Acquisition Device
(LAD hereafter). He also insisted that every normal human being is bom into a
society with a LAD, which embodies the naturc and the structure of human
language. LAD is what counts for language acquisiLionwhere in environment has
g'?t no imporıancefor theleamingprocessat all. '

LAD, in fact, was offered by Chomsky as an explanation why kids develop
cornpetence in learning a first language in a reIativcly short time, just by being
exposed to it, owing to the fact that every normal human being is bom with a LAD.
In 1967, Eric H. Lenneberg in a book titled Biological Foundations of

(*) H.Ü. EğitimFakültesiÖğretimÜyesi.
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Language stated that "Language is a speeies-specifie behavior' and that eertain
modes of perception, categorizing, and other language-related mechanisms are
biologically determined" (H. Doughlas Brown, 1980: 22) Through this book he
provided a biological supportand interpretationto Chomsky's Mentalist and nativist
claims. Thus, this very fact on biologically-orientednaturc onanguage acquisition is
very reminiscent of biolinguistics, which is "the study of language as a biologically
determined activ.ity of the organism with emphasis on neurophysical, embrylogieal
and genetic features" (Mario Pei 1966: 30).

The additional notionpropoundcdby Mentalistie language leaming theory is that
the leaming capacity of human being by definition is not only universal but also
innate, and thisinnate capaeity is not something to be obtained soeial1y.ln other
words, language learing is not socially orientcd. Then, language lcaming and its
environmentmustbe viewed as a biologieally acquired process ratherthan a resuItof
socialleaming. In the end, the Chomskian doctrine came up to support the fact that
universals of language were a set of rules programmedin the brains of onlyand only
humaninfants. .

MENTALıST THEORY AND CHILDREN'S LANGUAGE ACQUISTION

The inbom mechanism for Icaming in kids mind works through a unique
process. Af ter birth, a child is exposed to language utlerances which start to
manipulate the leaming levels as the child grows up in his family. At each leaming
level, the kid subconsciously forms up hypotheses, and tests them in his linguistic
formations and thus he induces rules from his data. As he discovers that his
hypotheses fall short for his utterances he rechecks them andmakes the necessary
modifications and then induces new rules. As he grows up more and more, his
hypotheses become graduaııy complex, and by applying them to his performance he,
by and by, becomes a competent speaJ<erof the language he is bom into. By 18
months of age he forms of two -word or there- word sentences that are known as
telegraphic utterances that signal his competence over the language. In this way,
right from his birth up to his childhood he builds up an internal adult grammar of
his native language through these hypotheses. Then, "the mentalist view .of the
language and use accepts the factthat spcakers make conscious choices wh~n thay
speak. Their use of language reflects their thoughts, whiCh may be entirely original
and unpredictable"(HubbardJones andThomton Whccler, 1983: 329).

MAIN PRECEPTS OF THE MENTALıST THEORY REVısıTED

Chomsky, who is the originator of the Mentalist theory, made a serious attack
on the thesis and concepts established by B.F. Skinner's behaviorist praetiee.
Chomsky's principal criticism of Behavioristic language lcaming is based on the
argument that a language learning theory in the way behavioristic psychology
processes cannot aecount for the development of language and its leaming, owing to
the following rcasons:

1. Language leaming is of inbom nature for the most part, and therefore
"language is not ahabit structure" (N. Chomsky, 1966: 412). In addition, language
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leaming and language development are a biological'process, having nothing to do
with the results of sociallcaming. For this reason human knowledge is embodied as
LAD at birth and develops vja structures, processes; and ideas, which are aLLmental
developments. In a word, language acquisition is innately deterınined. This innate
property "whose, nature and mode of operalion are inviolable" (D.A. Wilkins 1972:
171), otherwise known as LAD, has got the folIowing features:

a) The power LOdifferentiate spccch soundsfrom each other,

b) Tb.e capacity LOorganize linguistic events inLOvarious classes that can casily
be redefinedaftcrwards,

..

c) Knowledge specifying the possible linguistic system and rejecLing the
impossible and inadmissible ones,

.

d) Data-selccLing ability, its constanlS evaluation. in an advaneing linguistics
system and of the linguistic data thatare enco!lntered.

2. The Iinguistics behavior is not composed of rcsponses to stimuIi, that is, of
5 ---> R relationship;and it is not amatter of hahit - formation and generalisation.
"5 --->R theory is so limited, the problem of language acquisition simply falls
beyond its domain" (D. McNeil, 1966: 412). The sLimuIi-response is therefore
nonsense, for a kid uses hid cognitive capacity to discover the structure of the
language spoken around himself. Moreover, Behaviouristtheory mostly analyzed
animal behavior in labs, but human behavior is much more complex than animal
behavior. Language behavior is so unique to hı.ımansthat it can never be explained
by means of animal pehavior. Not the extemal enviroment ad its resulting responses
but innate environment is important.

3. According lO Chomsky, LAD is peculiar only to human beings who use
language, where as other animals do not. Since aLLhuman beings learn their
language successfully they have to possess same internal capaeity for language
leaming that other animals do not own; then, this capaeity cannot have bcen acquired
socially, therefore, it must be innate. Thus,soeial factors have virtually no function
at aLLin leaming languages. It is the inborn capacity which is responsible for the
language acquisitionpr~ess.

4. Analogizing and generalisations made by childen are, in fact, production and
appIicationof rules, bccause "ordinary linguistic behavior characteristically involves
innovation. formationof new sentenees and new patternsin accordance with rules of
great abstractness and intricacy... therefore there are no known principles of
associationor reinforcement, and no known sense of generalisatian that can begin to
account for this characteristic "creatıve" aspect of normal behavior" (N. Chomsky,
1966: 48). To put it in other words, such bchavioristical1y orientcd, customary
notions like imitation-practice-Iearn-by doing-habit-formation, as !:Iarified by
Transformational-generative Grammar, do not work positively. to expose the
linguistic creativity in language learning.
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5. Children quite often parrot the words and structures oftheir parents, but in
many cases children's language indieate systematic departuresfrom the language used
by their adults: then, such systematic deviations refute te deductions of a theory
whichrelegates the leamingof a language to imitative behavior. The fact here is that
the kids do not always imitate what they hear. For example, in terms of
overgeneralisetion, irregular past terise verbs are infrequent in parents" spcech, and
kids do not often imitate such verbs but produce systematic forms like *comed,
"'goed, "'doed, "'speaked, and "'becomed. And this very fact indicates that the
kids in a majority of cases go on their own ways in speaking. Parental frequency,
approval or disapproval are very limited in terms of grammaticality because parents
mostly insist on truth vaİues of the utterances. Then, p~ental approval cannot be
considered as reinformentfor grammaticality.

6. In brief, the gist and the summary list of the mentalist theory can be stated as
follows: "Hypothesis testing instead of discrimalion leaming, evaluation of
hypothesis instead of reinforeementof responees, rulcs instcad of habits, productivity
instcad of generalisation, innlıte and universal human capacities instcad of special
methods of vocal responses" (Esper Erwin, 1968: 227).

Thus, inaccordance with this type of reasoning of Mentalism, it is clear .thatthe
major c5>Dceptsof behaviorism to language are entirely ineffident for a satisfactory
description of language as verbal behavior. Moreover, it is obvious that behaviorist
language lcarning processes will for the most part fall short, will be quite inefficient
to explain one's ability to le am and use his mother tongue;
Transformational-generativeGi'ammer (TG henceforth) has indieated that the systems
of rules in language use is highly complicated, therefore Behaviorist theory is
incompetent in describing how an unsophisticated infant could abstract these rules
consciouslyand unconsciously.

COUNTERARGUMENTS ON MENTALıST THEORY

To some extcnt, the mentalist theory sooms. complementary to behaviorist
theory, whose major principles are further clarified and then developed by mep.talist
theorists. The following rcasonings represent the fact that some of the precepts of
Mentalisttheoryshouldbe refined. '

1. Language acquistion is not totally of inborn nature nor is it just a matter of
biological make-up. There is also an undeniable effect in language leaming coming
from the social environment since infants grow up biologicaııY in a social
environment from which they cannot be divorced. The presence of a mother and
father in front of a child establishes a natural sOCialenvirenment. No one can leam to
speak if there is no one around: theri, in this respect, innate language lcarning will
be nothing but a fiasco. It is logical to think that every human being has got a
biosocial nature. Though "balance between enviromental influences and biological.
growth was stili not clear" (H.H. Stern, 1983: 302)

2. At each learining level,' the kid's forıping up an hypothesis and teying it in
his linguistic formations, recognising that his hypothesis falls short, then he makes
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neeessary modifications, all of these indicate that he stiU leams by doing: a method
like trial and error; thus, acquistiQnis also a lcam-by-doing activity to an extent.
Therefore, language leaı,ııingis basically a mcntally-orientedverbal behavior.

3. According to Whornan hypothesis,' and laı.cd Sapir- Whorw hypothesis,
language 'exerts an undeniably formalive, limitiye effect on perception and cognition
of language, espeeially in L.eamingone's mother tongue. On addition, the individual's'
world view and his cognitive system are naturally controlled and shapcd by the verbal
systems of all kir'ıdsgiven restrictively to him by society into which he is bom into
in the process of acquisition of natiye language. Then it is very difficult to buy the
idea that "the social factors have virtually no role at all" in learning languages (D.A.
Wilkins, 1972: 171-172).

4. The useand influence of imimtions and reinforcements cannot totally be
denied or disregardedby saying that they destroy or rclegate the possible creativity in
language leaming. But before making '.a creative performance, thatperformance has
to be established as an acquired skill whose formation can only be managed by
imitations, repetitions, and reinforme~tsof certain doses, after a reasonable aınount
of which the "threshold level" (Mehmet Demirezen, 1988: 138-139) ofleaming will
naturally be established in the language leaming process. Ho:w will you make the
unknown or newly leamed, say, vocabulary items masteredcompletely?

As it is clear, the role of imitationsand repetitions cannot be wholly denied in
such areas like leaming vocabulary items and structural pattems. Then, to favor a
considerable dose of imitations, repetitions, and reinforcement will be reasonable,
provided that they should be stopped at the junction where they harm the creative use
of language.

5. Analogizing and generalizations are not entirely the application of rules an4
transformations,butare productionsand reinforcementsand can only be sophisticated
by repetitions. It is true to say that in analogizing or making generalizations children
commit mistakes, i.e., they utter the past tcnce of such irregular verbs like go, do,
and make as .goed, .doed and .maked, which by themselves are applications.
As it is apparent, not each application of mles create correet grammatical forms. It is
reasonable to think that application of mles, for the most part, generates correct
verbal items. not the incorreet ones, though it does both.

6. It is not trueto say that behaviorism is "at least quite incapable of cxplaining
our ability to leam and use our mother tongue" (Noam Chomsky, 1959: 26-58). On
te contrary, Behaviorism is a clear:cut explanation of Sapir-Whorf hypothesis, which
insists that one's native tongue limits 'andrestricts his view of the world. MQrcover,
there tongue limits and resuicts his view of the world. Moreover, Lherehave always
been negatiye interferences and transfersfrom the mother tongue in foreign language
teaching process, both in comp~tence and performanee levels. The motto of
behaviorism is that language is a verbal behavior, lcam-by-doing activity in karning
a language. Kids will naturaBy commit mistakes while not only leaming their
mother tongue but also a foreign language. Thus, this claim of Chomsky is totally
baseless.

.
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MENTALıST THEORY AND LANGUAGE TEACHlNG

İt is an obvious faet that behaviorismhas innueneed and dominated foreign
language teaehing for several decades. Yet, Behaviorist attitude towards the meaning
in language, unereativity,and mueh iridulgenec-onstimuli-responee were taken up as
serious causes of attaek. As for. Mentalism, it seems too mueh theoretical. In
mentalist type of learning, all that is needcd is the adequate exposure to the target
language which will give ideas to the kid to form hypothesis on linguistie
utteranees. In addition, extemal factors will not be innuential on the leaming process
and leaming wİll take place without repetitions and reinforcements. Isn't this type of
reasoning entirely thcoretieal? Morcover, the kid will induee rules from the data and
then wİllattempt to apply these rules in producing and understanding more of the
language. The problem is to getthe initial concious Icaming of the rules from the
dataestablished.

As seen in the argument presented above, most of the steps taken in language
teaching inclination of Mentalist theory seem ratlıer theoretical and less practical.
Without adcquate drilling, which is a necessary device to maximize active lı.ınguage
production correetly, guided rule leaming, inefficient repetition and reinforcement
under free conditions, all of which iınprintthe eorrect ulterances into the mind of the
students, nothing can be achicved. In addition, "earefully planned schedules of
reinforeement are unneeessary, since lcftming will take place whether or not the
individual ;s reinforeed" (D.A. Wilkins, 1972: 172). The basic language teaching
inclinatian of Mentalist theory then,will be adequate to teach foreign languages
realisticalIy and effectively, and therefore it has to be ıningled and matured with the
practicality of the Behavioristtheory. Behaviorism will be the best component for
such a union to temper same of the basic practises of Mentalism in class.

CONCLUSION

it is an obvious fact that Mentalist language leaming and teaching theory is a
clear-cut challange to many claims of Behavioristic language use. A specific
contribution of Mentalism te language learning theory is that it has bestawed a
strQogemphasis on human language leaming behavior. In other words, aecording to
Chomsky, human behavior is considerably more complicated. Behaviorists analyzed
the results of animal behavior in labs, drew conclusions deeply dependent on
laboratory experiments, whose conclusions cannot Icad to explain the intricacies of
human behaviot. It is clear that it is not a reliable attitudeto deseribe and explain the
human verbal behavior throughthe leaming behavior of animals.

Af ter 1960s, as a vivid contribution of Mentalist leaming theory, the child, not
the animals, itself began to play by and by a major role in the analysis of the
leaming process "This revolution was strongly innuMecd by the rapid rise of a new
development İn linguisties, which canalsa be traced back to Chomsky:
Transformational-Generative Grammar (was a sourec of inspiration for all sorts of
experiments in language leaming research" (Thco Van Els, ct al, 1984: 28). Beçause
TG assumed thatlanguage leaming ability i~ inbpm and it is the LAD that alIows
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the.kids to make hypotheses about the nature and the composition of the language.

Another contribution of Mentalisri1 is the fact that behaviorist attitude to the
study of meaning was not decp and satisfactory. The term meaning was already
considered as a mental porcess by some psychologislS. Mentalism has stressed that a
meaningfulleaming presupposes a treatmentof the meaning of words, phrases, and
sentenees. Though the mentalists ınade no explanations as to how meaning should
be ıaught.

A new discovery in language teaching is generatcd by Mentalisın. This is the
concept that not only the mental activities of the language leamer himselfbut the
impact of the extemal factors such as imit.ation,frequency of S

__o>R reinforcement,

analogizing and the impactof internal and extemal,environment are to be properly
analyzed. This is where Behaviorism and Mentalism mcct each other as two
complementary thcories atteınpting to unearth the riddles involved in leaming and
teaching languages. In this respect, children's language leaming is based on the
on-going activity of the interaction of not only the exlemal impressions but also the
intermıl system s (since the thild is endowed with analogy-forming and
analogy-making mechanism).

, Finatıy, Mentalİst language leaming theory has produced the cognitive approach
in language teaching;learning is also considered to be an active mental process..
Mentalist language teaming produces meaningful and cönscious leaming. In il word,
Mentalist theory has hera1ded the fact that, as further approved by
Transformational-GenerativeGrammar and Cognitive view of psychology, function
of the mind has also a saying in the language teaching process. Then, Behaviorist
language leaming thcory has analyzed the surface levels but mentalism has added to
this concept the analysis of the dce structuresof the language. One might ask, which
one do we have to choosc in language !earning and teaching? The answer to this
question is Behaviorism plus Mentalism.
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